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MARITIME CRAFT
  AIRCRAFT CATAPULT VESSEL
  CATAPULT ARMED MERCHANTMAN
  AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE
  BLOCK SHIP
  CABLE LAYER
  CRAFT
  CANOE
  CATAMARAN
  COBLE
  FOYBOAT
  CORACLE
  GIG
  HOVERCRAFT
  HYDROFOIL
  LOGBOAT
  SCHUIT
  SEWN BOAT
  SHIPS BOAT
  DINGHY
  CUSTOMS AND EXCISE VESSEL
  COASTGUARD VESSEL
    REVENUE CUTTER
  CUSTOMS BOAT
  PREVENTIVE SERVICE VESSEL
    REVENUE CUTTER
  DREDGER
    BUCKET DREDGER
    GRAB DREDGER
    HOPPER DREDGER
    OYSTER DREDGER
    SUCTION DREDGER
  EXPERIMENTAL CRAFT
  FACTORY SHIP
    WHALE PROCESSING SHIP
  FISHING VESSEL
    BANKER
    DRIFTER
    FIVE MAN BOAT
    LANCASHIRE NOBBY
    OYSTER DREDGER
    SEINER
    TERRE NEUVA
    TRAWLER
    WHALER
      WHALE CATCHER
  GALLEY
  HOUSE BOAT
  HULK
    COAL HULK
    PRISON HULK
    SHEER HULK
    STORAGE HULK
      GRAIN HULK
      POWDER HULK
  LAUNCH
  LEISURE CRAFT
  CABIN CRAFT
CABIN CRUISER
DINGHY
RACING CRAFT
YACHT
LONG BOAT
MOTOR LAUNCH
MULBERRY HARBOUR
BOMBARDON
PHOENIX CAISSON
WHALE UNIT
BEETLE UNIT
NAVAL SUPPORT VESSEL
ADMIRALTY VESSEL
ADVICE BOAT
BARRAGE BALLOON VESSEL
BOOM DEFENCE VESSEL
DECOY VESSEL
DUMMY WARSHIP
Q SHIP
DEGAUSSING VESSEL
DEPOT SHIP
DISTILLING SHIP
EXAMINATION SERVICE VESSEL
FISHERIES PROTECTION VESSEL
FLEET MESSENGER
HOSPITAL SHIP
MINE CARRIER
OILER
ORDNANCE SHIP
ORDNANCE SLOOP
STORESHIP
TARGET CRAFT
TENDER
BOMB SCOW
DINGHY
TORPEDO RECOVERY VESSEL
TROOP SHIP
VICTUALLER
PADDLE STEAMER
PATROL VESSEL
PATROL BOAT
PATROL SUBMARINE
PONTOON
PRIVATEER
CAPER
CORSAIR
PRIZE VESSEL
RADIO SHIP
RAFT
REFUGE BUOY
SAILING VESSEL <BY FORM/TYPE>
BAWLEY
BILLYBOY
BOEIER
CARAEL
CARRACK
CARVEL
CHASSE MAREE
CLIPPER
COG
CRAYER
CUTTER
DANDY
EAST INDIAMAN
FLAT
FLY BOAT
GALLEASS
GALLEON
GALLIOT
HOY
HULK (SAIL)
HUMBER KEEL
KEEL
KETCH
   DOGGER
LUGGER
   FIVE MAN BOAT
PACKET
POLACRE
SLOOP
SMACK
TROW
WEST INDIAMAN
WHERRY
XEBEC
YACHT
YAWL
SAILING VESSEL <BY RIG>
   BARQUENTINE
   BRIGANTINE
   FULL RIGGED SHIP
   SCHOONER
   SQUARE RIGGED VESSEL
      BARQUE
      BRIG
      PINK
      PINNACE
      SNOW
SCREW STEAMER
SERVICE VESSEL
   FIRE FIGHTING VESSEL
   FIRE FIGHTING TUG
HARBOUR SERVICE CRAFT
   DAN LAYER
   DREDGER
      BUCKET DREDGER
      GRAB DREDGER
      HOPPER DREDGER
      OYSTER DREDGER
      SUCTION DREDGER
   GRAIN ELEVATOR
   LIGHTER
   MOORING VESSEL
   TUG
      FIRE FIGHTING TUG
      RESCUE TUG
      SALVAGE TUG
   WATER CARRIER
   LIGHTHOUSE TENDER
   PILOT VESSEL
   RESCUE VESSEL
       LIFEBOAT
       RESCUE TUG
   SALVAGE VESSEL
       SALVAGE TUG
CRUISER
   LIGHT CRUISER
DESTROYER
   TORPEDO BOAT DESTROYER
ESCORT VESSEL
   ANTI SUBMARINE VESSEL
   CORVETTE (NON SAIL)
   CORVETTE (SAIL)
   FRIGATE (NON SAIL)
   FRIGATE (SAIL)
FIRESHIP
FLOATING BATTERY
FLUTE
GUNBOAT
   BOMB VESSEL
   GUN BRIG
   MOTOR GUNBOAT
   RIVER GUNBOAT
   TORPEDO GUNBOAT
IRONCLAD
   TURRET IRONCLAD
LANDING CRAFT
   LANDING CRAFT INFANTRY
   LANDING CRAFT MECHANISED
   LANDING CRAFT TANK
LANDING SHIP TANK
LONGSHIP
MINE COUNTERMEASURE VESSEL
   MINEHUNTER
   MINESEWER
MINE LAYER
   MOTOR TORPEDO BOAT
   E BOAT
NET LAYER
SHIP OF THE LINE
   FIFTH RATE SHIP OF THE LINE
   FIRST RATE SHIP OF THE LINE
   FOURTH RATE SHIP OF THE LINE
   SECOND RATE SHIP OF THE LINE
   SIXTH RATE SHIP OF THE LINE
   THIRD RATE SHIP OF THE LINE
SLOOP OF WAR
SUBMARINE
   FLEET SUBMARINE
   HOLLAND SUBMARINE
   MIDGET SUBMARINE
   MINE LAYING SUBMARINE
   PATROL SUBMARINE
   SUBMARINE SEAPLANE CARRIER
   U BOAT
      U BOAT (TYPE UBIII)
      U BOAT (TYPE UCI)
      U BOAT (TYPE UCII)
WORK BOAT